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cold war kitchen: americanization, technology, and ... - cold war kitchen: americanization, technology,
and european users ed. by ruth oldenziel and karin zachmann (review) ai hisano journal of cold war studies,
volume 15, number 1, winter 2013, pp. 166-168 cold war kitchen: americanization, technology, and ... cold war kitchen: americanization, technology, and european users (review) dolores augustine enterprise &
society, volume 11, number 2, june 2010, pp. 421-424 (review) cold war kitchen: americanization,
technology and european ... - the ‘co-construction’ of artefacts by producers and users, an analytical
framework introduced by oudshoorn and pinch (3); and also references to madeleine akrich’s concept of
‘scripts’ of users embodied in artefacts cold war politics of the kitchen – americanization ... - cold war
politics of the kitchen – americanization, technological transfer, and european consumer society in the
twentieth century cold war politics of the kitchen – cold war kitchen - beck-shop - cold war kitchen
americanization, technology, and european users edited by ruth oldenziel and karin zachmann the mit press
cambridge, massachusetts cold war kitchen - mitp-content-server.mit:18180 - cold war kitchen
americanization, technology, and european users edited by ruth oldenziel and karin zachmann the mit press
cambridge, massachusetts prof. dr. bernhard gill winter 2017/18 - the frankfurt kitchen: the model of
modernity and the ‘madness’ of traditional users, 1926 to 1933. cold war kitchen: americanization, technology,
and european users , pp. 163-184. fbsh a 461733 377..377 - researchgate - by exposing wal-mart’s use of
technology, public relations and christian education to promote globalisation in support of new right politics,
moreton has successfully demonstrated that ... select bibliography - springer - in cold war kitchen:
americanization, technology, and european users, ed. ruth oldenziel and karin zachmann. cambridge, ma: mit
press, 2009. carter, erica. how german is she? postwar german reconstruction and the consuming woman. ann
arbor: university of michigan press, 1996. castillo, greg. “domesticating the cold war: household consumption
as propaganda in marshall plan germany.” journal ... cold war historiography at the crossroads tandfonline - cold war historiography at the crossroads federico romero department of history and
civilization, european university institute, florence, italy how is the cold war understood in an expanding and
diversifying ^the kitchen debates - researchgate - technology. to discuss the kitchen was to discuss the
technological innovations and promises of the twentieth century. ^the kitchen debate is framed as a central
focus or even a fetish of the cold ... literaturvorschläge zur ringvorlesung energiewissen - domesticating
electricity: technology, uncertainty and gender, 1880-1914 (series: science and culture in the nineteenth
century) (london: pickering and chatto, 2008). william j. hausman, peter hertner, and mira wilkins. hts 6002
proseminar in the history of technology - 1 hts 6002 proseminar in the history of technology spring
semester, 2015 thursdays, 3.05 – 5.55pm “identifies major areas of interest in the history of technology and
introduces a variety of Ästhetiken des sozialismus / socialist aesthetics - 6 reid, susan e.: cold war in the
kitchen. gender and the de- stalinization of consumer taste in the soviet gender and the de- stalinization of
consumer taste in the soviet union under khrushchev.
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